Searchable Departmental Award Database
Our new database allows you to search through a list of departmental or faculty-specific awards
by value, audience, name, keyword, program or donor.
Please remember this is a list of all awards approved by FGSR and does not represent a
commitment that each award is funded and available. All final values, numbers of deadlines for
awards are found in GSMS. Please contact the Team with questions.

How to Search for awards open to your
Department/Faculty
➔ If you want to find a list of the
awards open to your department,
select your criteria from the
left-hand navigation (the drop
down menu shows all the nested
departments).
➔ You can use multiple criteria.
➔ The standard wording suggests that
students contact their departmental
administrators in order to
determine if you have set internal
deadlines that precede FGSR
deadlines.

How to Share filtered results
➔ If you want to share a list of
the awards open to your
department, select your
criteria from the left-hand
navigation & the results can be
shared by copying and sharing
the URL in an email.

General Navigation & Tips
➔ To view full award details, click the green title to open the full award page.
➔ You can use the search bar to use donor names, keywords or any other free text.
➔ All applications, nominations and final values & numbers are within GSMS. Awards listed
here might not be funded or open in a certain year - reach out if you are unsure.
➔ To clear criteria, click the Clear button at the top of the page or deselect criteria.
➔ To follow the breadcrumb to see what criteria you selected, see the green text at the top of
the page (you can click the arrow beside each selection to remove them).
➔ To adjust list sorting criteria, use the options on the right-hand side of page (below).

